There is a fundamental interest in studying photoinduced dynamics in nanoparticles and nanostructures as it provides insight into their mechanical and thermal properties out of equilibrium and during phase transitions. Nanoparticles can display significantly different properties from the bulk, which is due to the interplay between their size, morphology, crystallinity, defect concentration, and surface properties. Particularly interesting scenarios arise when nanoparticles undergo phase transitions, such as melting induced by an optical laser. Current theoretical evidence suggests that nanoparticles can undergo reversible nonhomogenous melting with the formation of a core-shell structure consisting of a liquid outer layer. To date, studies from ensembles of nanoparticles have tentatively suggested that such mechanisms are present. Here we demonstrate imaging transient melting and softening of the acoustic phonon modes of an individual gold nanocrystal, using an X-ray free electron laser. The results demonstrate that the transient melting is reversible and nonhomogenous, consistent with a core-shell model of melting. The results have implications for understanding transient processes in nanoparticles and determining their elastic properties as they undergo phase transitions.
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X-ray laser | coherent diffraction | phase transition | ultrafast imaging | pump-probe N anoparticles also display interesting properties due to their size and morphology; for example, they can exhibit anomalously low thermal conductivity due to the phonon mean free path approaching the size of the particle. This has significant implications for developing novel thermoelectric devices (1) . Further interest in transient processes in nanoparticles comes from their role in photoacoustic imaging (2) and photothermal cancer therapy (3) and their potential in high-harmonic generation (4) . Therefore, it is critical from both a fundamental and a practical point of view to understand the photon, electron, and lattice interactions of nanoparticles irradiated with a short pulse (<100 fs) laser up to the point of melting.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have provided the most detailed models of the nanoparticles' response to laser irradiation at low intensity, with reversible nonhomogenous surface premelting predicted (5, 6) . The simulations indicated that isolated regions on the nanoparticle surface begin to melt before forming a continuous layer. Additionally, these simulations suggest that before the formation of a nonhomogenous liquid outer layer surrounding a solid inner core, preferential facet premelting can occur with liquid-like atoms appearing first in the (100) and (110) crystallographic directions. It was also observed that during the formation of the liquid outer layer, liquid regions extended inward toward the solid core. Simulations on larger nanorods (7) have suggested more exotic behavior during laser-induced premelting, such as internal structural changes from face-centered cubic to hexagonal close-packed structures along with the formation of surface defects. Dislocation cores were found to nucleate on the crystal surface with stacking faults forming and propagating toward the interior. An important result found in the simulations was surface premelting arising before the formation of defects. This suggests that surface premelting can initiate without the formation of defects acting as surface nucleation sites.
Previous experimental (8) (9) (10) (11) investigations of nanoparticles using pump-probe experiments have alluded to partial melting of the nanoparticles occurring at much lower temperatures than that of the bulk (9) . It has been proposed that the formation of a liquid outer shell occurs at temperatures as low as 70% of the melting temperature and within 100 ps of irradiation (9) . However, this is yet to be observed directly. It has also been suggested that raising the temperature of nanoparticles to 100°C can facilitate surface premelting (10) . The formation of a liquid outer shell is something that has been observed in static experiments (12) but has yet to be confirmed on a picosecond timescale. It is speculated that for temperatures below the melting temperature, the process of liquid-shell formation is reversible (5, 9, 12) . However, this is still largely unconfirmed and the degree of reversibility is still an open question. The main distinction between a solid and a liquid metal is not its density, but the presence (or absence) of long-range order. Consequently, resolving the mechanisms of Significance Despite phase transitions, such as melting, being ubiquitous in nature, understanding what occurs at the nanoscale (such as in nanocrystals) has so far remained challenging. With ensemble studies of nanocrystals it is often difficult to discriminate between intrinsic size-dependent properties and effects due to sample size and shape dispersity. Here, using an X-ray free electron laser we image the reversible melting of an individual nanocrystal induced by an ultrashort laser. It is revealed that the melting occurs transiently, repeatably, and inhomogeneously. This is consistent with a core-shell model where the exterior is melted and a solid core remains. These findings reveal, unambiguously, that core-shell melting occurs, which has important implications for understanding nanoscale phenomena.
partial melting in individual nanoparticles requires imaging with diffracting probes such as X-rays or electrons.
Results and Discussion Experiment. To investigate transient melting in nanocrystals, an experiment was carried out using the X-ray Pump Probe instrument at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) (13) , an X-ray fee electron laser (XFEL) at the SLAC National Laboratory with a schematic shown in Fig. S1 . One hundred-femtosecond [full width, half duration (FWHD)], 9.2-KeV X-ray pulses (120 Hz) were monochromatized by a silicon monochromator before being focused by beryllium refractive lenses (Materials and Methods, Experiment). The sample consisted of gold nanocrystals (Materials and Methods) on a silicon nitride membrane mounted vertically and normal to both the optical pump and X-ray probe pulses. Coherent diffraction patterns were recorded using a Cornell-SLAC pixel array detector (CS-PAD) (14) placed 1.2 m from the sample at the gold (111) Bragg peak. Orientation differences between illuminated nanocrystals result in their Bragg peaks being spatially separated on the detector. Transient melting was induced by pumping the sample with a Gaussian [60 × 60-μm full width at half maximum (FWHM)] 800-nm, 50-fs (FWHD) laser, using incident pulse energies of 1-2 μJ. The delay between the pump and probe pulse was varied to provide the timeresolved data. Recording the coherent diffraction on a pixel detector at least twice, the Nyquist frequency allows the diffraction fringes to be resolved and permits direct access to realspace information from the nanocrystal through its autocorrelation (obtained by inverse Fourier transform of the pattern) or the crystal's electron density [by using iterative phase retrieval (15, 16) ] as a function of delay time. Additionally, the Fourier transform (with respect to time) can be taken of the intensity. This provides direct access to the phonon dispersion (17) , which can then be used to obtain materials properties such as the elastic constants (18) .
Time-Resolved Diffraction Data. Shown in Fig. 1A are selected 2D data collected from the same individual nanocrystal as a function of delay time (horizontally) and pulse energy (vertically), showing the scattering vectors parallel (q k ) and perpendicular (q ⊥ ) to the gold (111) Bragg peak. At the lowest energy (1 μJ), small peak shifts and some broadening are evident as the delay time increases. For small perturbations, the peak shift can be interpreted as homogenous strain (expansion and contraction of the lattice) whereas the distortion can be interpreted as inhomogeneous strain. The diffraction pattern becomes significantly distorted (particularly at +50 ps) for the highest energy (Movie S1) and has shifted considerably while becoming elongated and broad in the direction of the scattering vector. The larger shift can be broadly interpreted as an increase in average lattice temperature (compared with the lower energies) whereas the broadening of the peak may no longer be simply due to inhomogenous strain but also be due to a morphology (size) change of the nanocrystal (19) , in which its crystalline volume is transiently reduced, suggesting that the crystal is transiently melted.
The oscillatory component of the data can be seen in Fig. 1B , which shows the diffraction parallel to the (111) scattering vector (q k ) as a function of delay time for the three energies at three different q ⊥ scattering values (indicated by the gray lines in Fig.  1A ). The highest energy displays a periodic loss of intensity (in addition to broadening), something that is consistent with a picture of the nanocrystal undergoing transient melting and recrystallization. For the highest pump energy, the intensity drops to ≈ 40% of the value of the negative delay times and provides an estimate of the change in diffracting volume of the nanocrystal.
If these results were explained using a classical interpretation of simple heating, a linear increase in pulse energy (or fluence) should produce a commensurate linear increase in the lattice spacing (and peak shift) (20) . To examine the linearity of the shift in our data, the center of mass of each diffraction peak is plotted in Fig. 2A as a function of pulse energy. This plot illustrates the classical thermal expansion (that an increase in temperature leads to an increase in lattice spacing) and subsequent departure from this at the highest pulse energy. We also note that the temperature dependence on the thermal expansion coefficient should cause larger shifts with increasing pulse energy (anharmonicity), which is in the opposite direction to what is observed. The temperature difference (interpreted classically) during the oscillation obtained from the peak shift is 250 K, which compares to an estimated temperature increase from an XFEL pulse of ≈ 67 K (SI Materials and Methods). The nonlinear peak shift as a function of pulse energy is shown in Fig. 2C , Fig. 1 . Diffraction data from a single nanocrystal. (A) Diffraction from a single gold nanocrystal as a function of pump-laser pulse energy (vertical) and pumpprobe delay time (horizontal). Significant nonlinear broadening of the peak occurs at the highest pulse energy. q k points in the direction of the off-specular gold (111) scattering vector. (B) Slices for different planes (horizontally) parallel to the scattering vector for delay time showing the oscillatory motion of the Bragg peak for the different pulse energies (vertically). The amplitude of the peak shift increases with increasing pump pulse energy with significant distortion and loss of intensity evident at the highest pulse energy. The locations of the three slices can be seen in A for −100 ps at 1.37 μJ.
which plots the peak shift for selected times. The nonlinearity is also evident in the peak width, which is shown in Fig. 2D and plotted as a function of pulse energy for select times where the width was taken as the full width at half maximum of the peak projected along q ⊥ . As mentioned earlier, the peak broadening is due in large part to inhomogeneous strain, although changes in particle size or morphology can contribute. As is known from powder diffraction, peak width is linearly proportional to strain and inversely proportional to crystallite size (19) . The point that the peak width increases rapidly (+50 ps) also coincides with a plateau in peak shift. This can be explained if the particle is undergoing some transient surface melting. The plateau may be caused by the energy no longer going into heating the lattice but instead as latent heat of fusion to partially melt the particle, so that the temperature saturates at the melting point. The rapid increase in peak width combined with the plateau in peak shift supports the view that either the particle size is reduced or there is a gross change in morphology. The transient nature of the partial melting is evident in the same behavior at larger pumpprobe delays.
Further evidence for the occurrence of transient melting can be seen in the significant softening of the longitudinal acoustic phonons, which is shown in Fig. 2E . The low-angle, low-frequency component of the dispersion is obtained as a time-Fourier transform (17) of the data (after subtraction of the −100-ps delay time), which for a cubic crystal can give the speed of sound from the gradient of the scattering vector with frequency. The speed of sound for Au along the (111) direction is shown as the gradient of the pale blue line and clearly shows the softening at the highest pulse energy, with a reduction of ≈ 25%. Interestingly, partial quantization is evident in the dispersion curve (in both temporal and spatial directions) due to the finite size of the nanocrystal and the coherence of the X-rays (speckles). We note the importance of being able to obtain such information on individual nanocrystals, particularly related to heat transport in nanosystems (21).
Real-Space Images. Deconvolution of the effects of size and strain in relation to peak broadening is a key question in this study. Conventionally (19, 22) , we would need to record diffraction from two or more Bragg peaks to distinguish these effects. We can, however, answer the question in a model-independent way, using coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) (23) to image the crystal at each time delay. CDI is an imaging technique that replaces the physical image forming the optic (i.e., lens) with a pixel detector and an iterative algorithm (i.e., a "virtual lens"), offering the potential for wavelength-limited resolution. Provided a coherent wave field (e.g., X-rays, electrons, or visible light) illuminates an isolated object using a geometry that allows adequate sampling of the diffraction pattern, real-space images can be obtained via iterative phase retrieval (24) . Adequate sampling refers to having the number of independently measured points (from the data) being greater than the number of unknowns (25) . Examples of CDI include imaging carbon nanotubes (26) at near atomic resolution, the deformation field inside a nanocrystal (15) , individual viruses (27) , and acoustic phonons (16) .
As the data were collected from a single nanocrystal, using coherent X-rays with a geometry to allow adequate sampling of the diffraction pattern, real-space images could be obtained via iterative phase retrieval. A phase retrieval algorithm was developed and used to exploit the redundancy of the time-resolved data (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S2 ). Shown in Fig. 3 are images of the projected density (Fig. 3A) and local lattice displacement (Fig. 3B) for the (111) Bragg peak (Movies S2 and S3, respectively) at a resolution of 60 nm [determined from the phase retrieval transfer function (28)]. One feature of this particular nanocrystal is the small stacking-fault structure on the left-hand edge. This absence of density can be interpreted as a twinned region that does not satisfy the Bragg condition. The morphology of the crystal is well reproduced for the lowest pulse energy for all delay times. As the pulse energy is increased it is evident that the morphology and size of the nanocrystal change dramatically. At the moment of greatest broadening (+50 ps, 2.04 μJ), the crystal has the narrowest core and thickest "halo" of lower density. We interpret this image as a crystalline core surrounded by partially ordered liquid. This change and partial restoration of the shape (with time) is consistent with a partial melting of the outer layer of the nanocrystal. This assertion is also corroborated by the time-dependent autocorrelation (Fig. S3 ) whose boundary provides information on the size and any change in shape of the nanocrystal (SI Materials and Methods) and is obtained directly from the data without phase retrieval.
To eliminate the possibility that the observed density changes are not in fact due to a shift along the third reciprocal space direction, simulations of the expected data and autocorrelation were calculated for the experimental conditions (including noise) and are shown in Fig. S4 . This demonstrates that even large shifts (compared with those observed) result in negligible changes. Fig.  3B shows that the deformation increases with increasing pulse energy as well as increasing at the delay times that show the largest peak shift and increase in width. A notable feature that is present in the highest pulse energy images is the corrugated appearance at the edges of the nanocrystal in the projected displacement. This could be attributed to a nonuniformity in the surface layer during melting with a quasi-periodic arrangement of liquid-like regions, supporting the hypotheses of nonhomogenous surface melting. The time-dependent density and deformation change is shown in Fig. 4 A and B , respectively, which is a cut through the center of the nanocrystal along the real-space direction parallel with the scattering vector (r k ) and delay time (Δτ). For the highest pulse energy there is a clear retreat of the boundary (with delay time) of the nanocrystal with partial restoration of its extent. The time frame for restoration is longer than the measurement time (500 ps after irradiation) and is instead given by the 120-Hz repetition rate of the experiment. This is consistent with other studies investigating ensemble melting (9) . The similarity of the negative delay times for all pulse energies demonstrates the reversibility of the process (Fig. S5) as the highest pulse energy data were collected before the other pulse energies. The gradient of the deformation along the r k direction is shown and provides some information on the strain. The periodic deformation is evident with some asymmetry present and its subsequent departure from harmonicity at the highest pulse energy. The largest strain is 0.3 ± 0.01%, which is significantly below the bulk strain expected before melting (9) . The error estimate is based on the average SD within the center of the crystal for negative time delays.
Conclusion
In summary, we have been able to observe transient melting in an individual nanocrystal, using an XFEL in a "pump-probe" experiment. We have presented time-resolved images of the retreat of the molten layer following excitation. The results show, primarily, that partial melting occurs in a nonhomogenous fashion with complete restoration of the morphology on every repetition. We have also shown that it is possible to obtain low-frequency and low-wave-vector acoustic phonons from an individual nanocrystal and observed their subsequent softening as transient melting occurs. The results and techniques demonstrated here provide significant insight into phase transitions and dynamics in nanoparticles and will find application in many other areas.
Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation. A 2-nm layer of titanium was deposited using thermal evaporation onto an silicon wafer followed by 20 nm of gold. The thin film was then annealed in air at 1,000°C for ∼10 h after which time the film had dewetted and formed nanocrystals around 300 nm in diameter.
Experiment. The experiment was performed at the XPP instrument at the LCLS. A 1,520 × 1,520-pixel CS-PAD with 110-μm square pixels was used to record the diffraction. Beryllium lenses were positioned to partially focus the X-rays. This regime was chosen so that the X-ray pulses from the LCLS did not destroy the sample. Damage thresholds from either the optical or the X-ray pulses were monitored using a confocal microscope (Olympus LEXT) mounted directly above the sample when the sample was mounted horizontally (rather than vertically when the measurements were made). To record the diffraction patterns, the nanocrystals were aligned to the center of their Bragg peaks. One thousand diffraction patterns were then recorded. Filtering of the data was done ex post facto to remove saturated frames and blank shots (caused by fluctuations in the lasing of the XFEL), with the final summed patterns consisting of the 100 brightest, nonsaturated shots (SI Materials and Methods). These data were subsequently inverted using a phase retrieval algorithm (SI Materials and Methods) to obtain real-space images of electron density and projected displacement.
